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Econlockhatchee Sandhills Conservation 
Area 
• Over 300 acres of pine 

flatwoods/ sandhills 

• Over 300 different species on 
property, including Species of 
Special Concern 

• Stronghold for gopher tortoises 
and their commensals 

• Home to apex predators 



How development will impact Econ 
Sandhills, its wildlife and the surrounding 

area 

•Fire regime change 
• Runoff from development 
• Increased wildlife 
interactions 



Fire 
OB.JECTIVES 

Historically, fires have played a vital role in the shaping and maintenance of many of the 
natural communities in Florida. As such, most vegetative communities and associated 
wildlife are fire adapted and tn many instances fire dependant. Conversely, the exclusion 
of fire from an area allows for successional changes within the natural community. Fire 
exclusion also leads to the excessive accumulation of fuel loads, which mcreases the risk 
for catastrophic wildfires. The goals for the implementation of iire management 
activities within the ESC A include: 

I. Conduct dormant season bums to reduce hazardous fuel to decrease potential risk 
of catastrophic wildfires. 
Re-introduce grO\\ ing season burns to encourage the perpetuation of native fire 
adapted ground cover species. 

3. Improve and maintain natural communit ies and ecological diversity. 
4. Maintenance of ecotonal areas. 
5. Mitigation of smoke management issues. 
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MAIN ISSUE: Surveys are incomplete and biased 
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REED NOSS 
Ia Professor and Pegasus Professor 
Z reed.noss@ud edu 
0 407-823-0975 
9 BL ZOZC 

Research Area(s): Conservatton planning, vertebrate ecology, vegetation science, 
dtsturbance ecology, climate change, adaptive management 

BACKGROUND 
Reed Noss is Provost's Distinguished Research Professor, Pegasus Professor. and Davis-Shine 
Professor of Conservation Biology at the University of Central Florida and President of the Florida 
Institute for Conservation Science. He has a B.S. in Education from the University of Dayton. an 
M.S. in Ecology from the University of Tennessee, and a Ph.D. in Wildlife Ecology from the 
University oi Florida. He has served as Editor -in-Chief of Conservation Biology ( 1993-1997), 
President of the Society tor Conservation Biology (1999-2001 ). and President of the North 
American Section of the Society (2006-2008}. He is an elected Fellow of the American Association 
tor the Advancement of Science and has served on many boards ana advisory panels. including 
the Board of Governors ot the Society for Conservation Biology, the Board of Trustees of the 
Florida Chapter of The Nature Conservancy, and Florida's Acquisition and Restoration Coundl. He 
recently served as Vice-Chair or a Federal Advisory Committee for the U.S. Climate Ch<mge 
Sdence Program 

Professor Noss has more than 300 publications and is recognized as one ot the 500 most highly 
cited authors in all fields worldwide. He has published seven books, the most recent being 
Forgotten Grasslands of the South: Natural History and Conservation (20 13. Island Press} He is 
currently writing books on the fire ecolog~· of Florida and the lower Southeastern Coastal Plain 
(University Press ot florida) and on natural disturbance as a primary iactor that structures 
ecosystems (Island Press). 



MAIN ISSUE: Surveys are incomplete and biased 
Number of species found via developers survey: 

Lake Pickett North- 25 vertebrate species 
Lake Pickett South- 8 vertebrate species 

No amphibian surveys, no gopher tortoise burrow scoping surveys, no night surveys!!! 
Missing many species present on the property!!! 

Statement by Dr. Reed Noss: "Given observations on adjacent sites, 
[both development areas] should have Sherman's fox squirrel, Sandhill 
crane, Bachmans sparrow, pine snakes, Eastern diamondback and 
indigo snakes, gopher frogs, Swallow tailed kite, and bald eagles use 
the sites. We are already seeing decline in these species with current 
development trends within contiguous conservation areas." 

Two of these species are federally listed and many are species of special concern in 
Florida! More surveys need to be done by an independent source. 
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